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Dear Sir or Madam:
In the name of our Sovereign Lady of the Common Law, the Immaculate Virgin Mary with Her
Child Jesus, to the living souls which these come as present: greeting !
On behalf of all the living men, women children in our lovely Earth, our Plaintiffs, which
therefore includes all in America who believe in We The People, we come now in this
contemplative Court of Record of YHVH, the God of Abraham, the God of Isaac, the God of Jacob,
whom we have shown to be the Almighty One, non-dual with Allah, Al-ʾaḥad, The One, The
Indivisible, “Our Father which art in heaven, Hallowed be thy name”.
This Court of Record is investigating the living men and women who are officers of the
UNITED STATES, including but not limited to the Director of National Intelligence, the CIA, the
Al-CIA-duh, the FBI and all godfathers, agents, shareholders of the Federal Reserve, Senators,
Congressmen, SCOTUS, Governors, officials who aid and abet the ongoing use of sophisticated
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weapons indistinguishable from Acts of God and of the use of blackmail and proxy wars
currently ongoing in the Pacific, Ukraine, Syria, Sudan, etc.; using ‘Acts of God’ followed by
‘Humanitarian Aid’ as a cover to steal gold owed back to the people of the world by Uniform
Commercial Code Mirror Reflection.
The history of the United States of America, how it was set up as the mirror reflection of the
Islamic Ottoman Sultan to deter the adoption of Islamic Caesar’s law by the successors to King
Henry VIII in Great Britain and how Great Britain and the United States became Allies for the
Rule of God’s Law has been outlined in our other Open Letters.
The history of how the affairs of the East India Company merged into those of the United
States, how the Federal Reserve took over from the Bank of England, how Great Britain’s office
of the Director of Naval Intelligence in 1909 is now effectively the Director of National
Intelligence, UNITED STATES corporation, is known to this Court of Record.
The recent history of the United States is pictured in a mind-map available at:
www.courtofrecord.org.uk/USA
This Court of Record has instituted a military tribunal reporting directly to the Lord High
Admiral Prince Philip, which is tasked with investigating the issues outlined in this and our
other Open Letters.
We suggest that the United States Senate Select Committee on Intelligence coordinate with
the military tribunal mentioned above, using the Foreign Secretary William Hague as the
liaison, to shut down the covert operations of the rogue CIA factions. We have seen what
appears to be evidence of blackmail currently in operation in England, Norway and so forth.
We have seen evidence of the ‘underground’ war that shook America and the world, including
but not limited to the earthquakes in Virginia and Colorado, the nuclear blackmail of Japan, the
use of underwater nuclear weapons to create tsunamis, weather weapons, building demolition,
neutron beam weapons, infiltration of nuclear reactors, evidence that a rogue shadow
government is operating the star wars capabilities of the United States. Only legal infants and
tyrants are blind to these Matters of Fact.
It is a fact of contract law that the draconian statutes of the United States, Islamic Canon
Law as it were, constitute acceptance of such terms of ‘jungle warfare’, by those who have
benefited from the UCC commercial enrichment, including but not limited to stakeholders
and shareholders of the Federal Reserve, Senators, Congressmen, Justices of the U.S.
Administrative Courts, Governors, corporations, bankers, etc. The obfuscation of blame by
legal fiction and Westphalian concepts of nation states and extortion by treaty is passe. The 11th
Amendment of the United States ‘constitution’ shows that treaties of the United States cannot
be enforced against its people and are therefore a void contract. Only legal idiots contract with
the United States. This state of the law has been known for a long time. Latches do not attach
to the public.
We suggest that de-facto barons return to the Rule of Law and the liberty that comes with it
and demonstrate by their responsible behaviour the basic good faith that the Decalogue is the
standard of.
The very concept of constitutional government and the Rule of Law can be traced to the
Vineyard of the LORD and the Decalogue of Moses and from there to antiquity, for the non-dual
nature of the Almighty One has been known since ancient times.
We suggest that evidence is not destroyed. We suggest that the United States Senate Select
Committee on Intelligence lead an initiative to discuss ‘Uniform Commercial Code Mirror
Reflection’ at the ‘highest levels’ in America.
We suggest that the United States Senate Select Committee on Intelligence take public steps
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to restore trust by dismantling the Al-CIA-duh and bring peace to Israel, the Middle East,
Ukraine, Sudan, Syria, the Pacific, etc.
We suggest that the United States grant amnesty and show mercy to Edward Snowden,
Julian Assange and others – the horrors of war must come to an end and the record preserved
so it shall never be repeated again. The hysteria to kill Snowden and destroy the evidence is
childish, evidence that legal idiots before the Almighty One, operate DNI, CIA, MI6, Mossad,
State of Israel, drug networks, etc., which constitute Al-CIA-duh, despite data and knowledge
from various research programs.
What you give, you get. Consciousness cannot be destroyed, it transforms from one state to
another and the return of an equal and opposite reaction is mathematically guaranteed. In a
word karma.
We suggest that the United States and ‘stakeholders’ cease and desist from the use of
blackmail, kill squads, liquidation of U.S. special force kill squads, ‘Acts of God’, ‘Chem-trails’,
Cyber Warfare, infiltration of networks/controllers, HAARP, Earth Quake weapons, medical
experiments disguised as medical care, vaccine based genetic kill systems, public water supply
poison grids, microwave mind control, underground ‘air force’, guerilla wars, drug lords, false
flag attacks, ‘Hollywood tragedies as news’, ‘alien invasion’, fake ‘comets and meteors’, solar
magnetic weapons, particle accelerator based exotic side effects, space based soliton quantumelectro-magnetic weapons, drones, selling bonds and stealing them back like in Iraq or Cantor
Fitzgerald, growing drugs, then doing-in the regime like in Syria, Afghanistan, Pakistan, etc.,
selling drugs to steal Federal Reserve legal tender by afflicting living souls to become drug
addicted legal idiots, United States dollars have no meaning, the 1934 Gold Reserve Act
notwithstanding.
Our Amicus Curiæ to President Obama follows, sealed orignals are with the White House and
Pope Francis. Sealed copies with the United States Treasury, Great Britain, Russia, Norway and
Saudi Arabia. China, Germany, France, Ukraine, European Union, United Nations etc., have
already been copied by fax.
Our published Open Letters are available at:
www.courtofrecord.org/letters.html
Repeated here for emphasis, we suggest that living souls, de-facto barons of the United
States, assume responsibility for their actions in the future and take steps to return “life,
liberty and the pursuit of happiness” to all people.
We suggest that the use of the language of mercy and forgivness replace the use of force,
fight and war in all public pronouncements.
We pray to YHVH, Our LORD Jesus Christ, whose love is the shortest route to peace, to guide
ye all to Holy Peace.
Kindly contact Pope Francis with any questions.
Yours faithfully,
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